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NEWS
• WINE:
T h a n k s for all the o r d e r s .
Delivery
be in early September.
We will p h o n e people
about delivery details.

will

• National Relays at Taupe (July Newsletter)If y o u w i s h
to enter but have not m a d e up your o w n team, send
your entry, p l u s m o n e y and an indication of the
type of team
y o u would like to be in to Robert
Crawford
• A.O.A. reminder (and from your fellow orienteers!):
please avoid w e a r i n g red/orange coloured clothing
in forest e v e n t s ... for o b v i o u s reasons.
• Mike H a y d e n and a small group of other orienteers
from Hong Kong r e q u i r e some a c c o m m o d a t i o n in
Auckland in late December just prior to the A P O C
Event.
Ring Briar Greogry if y o u can help.
• If y o u need bulk supplies of m a p s w h e n you are an
event o r g a n i s e r , contact S e l w y n Palmer.
• Postage paid envelopes (for results etc.) - check
at the P o s t Office counter that things are in order
before y o u p o s t them.
We h a v e struck some p r o b l e m s !

CLOSING
for

DATES:

C.D.O.A.
Champs
: S e p t . 10th
Auckland Night
Champs
: Sept.
N . Z . Relay Champs : S e p t .
H a w k e s Bay 2-Day : S e p t . 26th
A u c k l a n d C h a m p s : O c t . 2nd

16th
16th

D o n ' tM i s sO u t ! !

• 1 5 people attended the m e e t i n g o n C o u r s e Planning
early this m o n t h .
John Rix provided us with an
enjoyable and useful evening.
The coloured m a p s we
used for the exercises don't p h o t o c o p y very well
so
here are some random notes about 'Control Sites'
noted at the evening:
- Features m u s t be on the m a p if they
to be used as control sites

are

- A superb re-entrant is no use at all as a
control site if it is not m a r k e d on the m a p .
- Controls in green areas are bingo controls "you would not see the pit until you fell in
it ..."
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- "Rock, small" - w h a t is small to m e may
be small to you.
Give the height.

not

- Control sites close to the edge of the m a p p e d
area can be risky.
- A knoll becomes a hill w h e n it is over 5 m e t r e s
high a c c o r d i n g to the rules.
- "Clearing 5 x 5 m " - a classic.
Too small to
be m e a n i n g f u l ... our m a p p e r s o u g h t to agree
when a clearing is a clearing.

COURSE LENGTHS
Last month's article on course lengths was interesting,
and the points raised by our editor very relevant (as any
previous OY course setter will tell you), but I can't help
feeling that the (N.W.) article left a lot of valid points
out.
As Martin pointed out, to achieve a recommended winning
time (hereafter abbreviated to RWT) is more good luck than
good course setting. The variables that can influence any
particular winning time makes it hard for the course setter
to get within 10% of the RWT, let alone achieving it to
within a minute. Some of the variables are: who runs,
technical difficulty of map and controls, weather on the
day, runnability of forest, how recently and how often has
the map been used etc.... Not all these are under the course
setters control.
Although they are an NZOF rule (and NZOF rules apply to OY
events), my personal opinion is that RWT's (as they stand
at present) should not be taken too seriously; the should be
used more as a guideline rather than a rule (in major events,
however, they should be more strictly adhered to).
Note that there are no RWT's for B and C grades, which constitute their fair proportion of OY grades. Now these grades
have been in existence as long as I've been Orienteering, and
in all that time, there has been no directive from either the
NZOF or AOA 60 course setters in relation to these grades'
RWT's. I hear that the NZOF are going to update (and create?)
RWT's at their next meeting. About time. While on the subject,
the AOA moved last year that M13-16B and M60 be made available
at OY events. That's great, but what do course setters use
as winning times? This, coupled with the fact that the majority
of Orienteers are not aware that these grades exist is probably
why they have not been offered in any OY this year.

Contrary to the N.W. article, I do not think courses are too
long. There can be a reasonable explanation for most of the
grades stated as having long courses. For example, M43; the
2 New Zealand representatives that reside in Auckland usually
run M21A and M35A. Courses must be set so that if one of
the top Orienteers in any particular grade runs then he or
she will produce a winning time reasonably close to the
NZOF RWT (if one exists). This can be demonstrated clearly
in the M17 grade; for the first 5 OY's, the winning time
was above the RWT, however, when an unfit Simon Clendon ran
M17 at OY6, the winning time "plummeted" to 12% below the
RWT.
What we should be more concerned about is the standard of OY's,
i.e. - well set courses, regardless of the winning times
they produce
- one devoid of any "mishaps" which leads to protests and
reruns.
Every year there are 3 or 4 OY's where the above points are
breached, and the competitor leaves the farm or forest
dissatisfied. As a club president, Geoff should be more
concerned about the standard of OY's if we want to stop
'the majority of competitors being turned off from the
sport', or more importantly, to stop newcomers being
turned off the sport. I'm sure any newcomer would be
impressed with the sport if he enjoyed a course just right
for his level of ability, and saw Orienteers commenting on
how well they enjoyed their particular course. He would
be "turned off" from the sport if he could not find "Eastern
small re-entrant, upper part" 500 m away from the nearest
track, and saw Orienteers protesting over a misplaced control
a wrongly marked master-map, or complaining that their course
produced a winning time 11 minutes and 1 second above the
NZOF RWT. The newcomer couldn't care less about RWT's, and
I feel the retention of newcomers is a major problem within
clubs.
Note that many Orienteers treat OY's as a chance for technical
training; it's their only chance to get out into the forest.
Hence, as the N.W. article pointed out, they can pick either
a longer or shorter course (this in itself can create havoc
to winning times) - therefore what's the point of getting
worked up over course lengths, as long as there's a reasonable
selection of courses for competitors to choose from, and as
long as grades do not produce "extra long" winning times.
Let's start worrying about presenting a good image to the
public and raising the standards of OY's, rather than
worrying too much about course lengths.
ROBERT CRAWFORD
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THE W.M. SQUAD
You don't have to be involved in orienteering for
long before becoming aware of the W.M. Squad. W.M.
training camps, meetings, fund raising activities
are all a regular part of the orienteering year. Ron
Jix provides a background article on the Squad,
(I can't think of a better author as Ron has been a
driving force of the squad from the outset - if Ron
were paid for the time he has put in he'd be a rich
man by now - Ed).
Currently we have a 10 person team plus manager * in
Europe for the 1983 World Orienteering Champs in Hungary.
Many club members may not be aware of the background and
progress (we hope) being made over the last few years in
preparing our best orienteers.
"WM" or VM to European orienteers, stands for "Weltmeisteishaften"
or World Championships" in orienteering, or in any sport
for that matter. Anglicised it has also become the "W.O.C."
or World Orienteering Championships. So much for the name.
The NZOF first sent a team (in uniform) to the 1976 Champs
in Scotland. John Davies was team manager and other members
were: Greg Whitecliffe, Colin Battley, Robin Davies and
John and Val Robinson.
(To this date John Davies' manager's
report is the only one published in 4 champs!). They came
back impressed with the need to participate in World
Championships in order to keep NZ "on the IOF map" and to act
as a stimulus for the sport at home.
Neil Lewis went as manager to the 1978 Champs in Norway and
tried to get fundraising schemes off the ground, but had
difficulty getting support, the 1979 team to Finland went
without a manager and for the third time was largely selfselected on the basis of who could afford to go; however,
John Robinson came back enthusiastically proposing a training
squad for the next World Championships. After a gestation
period of 6 months or so we launched the official NZOF WM81
Squad in June 1980 to train for the World Champs in
Switzerland.
With 16 seniors, drawn from the North and South Island, we
held 6 training camps, a fundraising forest run, about 5
raffles and published 9 squad newsletters before, some 14
months later, we were on a flight to Europe. We had raised
$15,000, not quite the figure we'd aimed at but a good way
towards it, but more important we were a cohesive unit, knew
each other well and had been through rough and smooth
together. Our Swiss results were not startling - as others
before us had discovered, there is a huge gulf in standard
between us and top Scandinavians. In rowing, tennis or track
athletics for example almost anyone who is talented can
with determination and good facilities reach the level of the
world's best. However, in orienteering so much depends on
years of experience on high quality maps of high quality
terrain, that without these one remains almost at everyone
else's "club" standard.
In 1982 we re-thought the squad idea and moved to incorporate
juniors and increase the size of the WM squad, thus we
called the whole scheme the "Training Squad" with
"WM" and
"Junior" sections. In this next two year cycle between
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Switzerland and Hungary we have fitted in some 7 training
camps: two in Woodhill, one each in Waiuku, Taupo, Tarawera,
Hamilton and on Kaahu. A feature of these camps in the
variety in the type of exercises done, and the spreading of
the workload, in fact each has been organized by a different
person within the squad.
Other benefits are undoubtedly
the effects on fitness - with maybe 7 hours of training in a
weekend - and the discussions during and after the exercises.
Reports on each of these camps have been published by Bryan
Hall and I have them if anyone is interested.
For fundraising for Hungary we decided to go for fewer
schemes and to be more ambitious: selling 970 Woolrest
bags to raise $5000, to organise the Winstone Forest run
and attract 2000 people to raise a share of $7000, and
to organise a major raffle to aim at say $10,000.
Obviously we are very grateful to club orienteers from
throughout the country for helping us to near these goals.
Looking to the future obviously we would like to draw in
the Wellington region and the South Island more. This is
possible either by paying fares for the long distance travellers or in regionalising the senior side of the
training squad. More than anything we should be encouraging
our 17-22 age group as much as possible to travel to
Australia or Europe to gain experience. What is wanted
is not trips of a few weeks, though these obviously help,
but stays of 3 to 6 months or more. The NZOF will never
be able to fund such trips completely but it's up to us
to offer grants or assist in any other way. Looking at
the top half dozen Australian men and the sacrifices they
have made over the last 5 years makes one realise what was
behind their 6th place in the WM Relay in 1981.
Sure, the strength of NZ orienteering is its friendly
family base but somewhere we must have some youngsters
prepared to work hard and make sacrifices for a few years
to push all us oldies out of the M21 and W21 grades to where
we should belong.
RON JIX (an anonymous M35
in Central Club)
*

Team for Hungary:

(Results in next issue!!)

Ross Brighouse, Mark McKenna, Leo Homes, Kevin Ireland,
Rob Garden, Trist Aspen, Cathy Hatwell, Anitra Dowling,
Linda Parker, Katie Fettes.
Manager: Rolf Wagner.

HOW MANY PEOPLE DO YOU NEED FOR AN OY?
Here is a quick breakdown of how many helpers are required
in the running of a large event such as an OY at Woodhill.
This is just on the day and does not include putting out
controls or setting up tents, campomatic, tables, tape,
master maps, signs, which I have assumed to be the
responsibility of the co-ordinator, setter and controller.
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TIME

JOB

REGISTRATION
STARTER
INSTRUCTOR

No. HOURS No. PEOPLE
REQUIRED
A TONETIME

HOURS T O T A L NO
EACH
PEOPLE
REQUIRED

4
9-1
9.30-1.15 3 3/4

1
1

1
1 1/2

10-1
10-1

1

1 1/2
1 1/2
1
1

3
3
2
1 1/4

WAYFARER S T A R T
10-12
MANNING GATE
PARKING ( n o t critical) 10.30-11.15
10.00-3.00 5
FINISH
RESULTS
11.00-3.15 4 1/4
10.30-2.30 5
MANNED CONTROL
1.30-3.00 1 1/2
PACKERS UP

1
1
1
2-3
1
1
2-3

1 1/2
1 1/2
2
1 1/2
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FOR DAY
4
3
2
2
2
1
8
3
2
2 - 3
29-30

The co-ordinator needs to be free all day to ensure everyone
knows what to do and where to do it, as ideally should be
the setter and vetter. These 3 can be responsible for
collecting the controls after everyone else has gone home.
To prove I am not exaggerating attached is a list of all
the 'volunteers' for OY 7 - and we did not bother with
manning the gate and a parking attendant because the area
didn't really require them.
So there's plenty of opportunities to get involved. Thanks
to all those I rang for OY 7 - it makes life much easier
when everyone says yes they will help out.
Helpers:

main ones

OY 7

Colin Giffney
Rosemary Brodie
Bas Cuthbert and Valerie Cuthbert
Kathleen Sequin
Kirstin Nicholls
Ray Baker
Lester Gray and Diane
Clive Bolt
Robert Crawford
Simon Clendon
Rick Fleming and Julie Fleming
Ron Wright
Peter King
Stu and Karen Windross
Jill, Andrew and James Brewis
Wallace Bottomley
Phil Brodie
) main disassemblers and repackers
Mike Ashmore
) (& families)
(24)
Emergencies:
Athol Lonsdale
Jill & Jonathon Roberts
Guy Cory-Wright
Steven (came with Guy)
Viv Rix

Full Time Officials:
Paul Dalton
John Rix
William Bruce

central orien

THE CREATION AND GROWTH OF CENTRAL CLUB

by Tony Nicholls

By flicking back many scrapbook pages, old newspaper clippings
and personal correspondence, I find that Orienteering was
introduced to N.Z. Late 1947 by a Physed. teacher Jim Bellwood.
Jim had picked up what was available in Sweden whilst at a
Sports Academy and although a flicker of the sport was
carried into Otago, 1950, by Mr Munro, Jim introduced it into
his physed curriculum at Avondale College with a book from
Sweden titled "Your way with map and compass", in 1953.
Associated to the college was Lou Brunetti, a prominent Lyndale
Harrier, thus when Jim was transferred to Mt Roskill Grammar,
Lou carried on the good work with the Lyndale Harrier Club.
On Easter Monday 1954 a proud 100 athletes invaded the KumeuHuapai-Riverhead area on 1:63666 maps and Woolworths' compasses.
Orienteering then became an annual Queens Birthday event
amidst the harriers.
Jim Bellwood now at Mt Roskill used the sport as an alternative
to School military training where field work was needed.
Okayed by headmaster Vic Butler in 1958, the school purchased
a set of Silva compasses for the now established Tramping and
Orienteering Club, and after school, weekly, short map-reading
and compass exercises were held. Helping instruct was a
chemistry master Ivan Pickens who carried the sport to the
University Tramping Club where 100 or so members held an
event at their "May" camp in the Waitakeres. This area
proved too bushy, so onto the foothills of the Kaimais
and Hunuas, (Selwyn Palmer's brother Neil partook and
still has his original compass!).
A tragedy in 1967 brought the orienteering activity to a
close, when, on a score event, a competitor took a routechoice across the top of the Hunua falls and fell to his
death.
After a 2 year lapse, British athlete and Orienteering
champion Gordon Pirie got a group interested and on 19th
June 1969, N.Z.'s first official orienteering event was conducted at RNZAF Hobsonville; 1:25,000 map, bomb dump included!
Next event was at Wellington on 26th June and the third at
Cornwall Park 3rd July 1969.
Almost weekly events were fluctuated from Cornwall Park and
the Rangitoto College farmlands and oxidation ponds reserve.
1971 saw the sport enter the 37,000 acre Woodhill forest.

teering club

1972 was the big year in Club development, the first being
the "Manuka Scrubbers" later changed to Pupuke Orienteers
Club. The Auckland Orienteering Association became the NZOF
and the South Auckland Club set up headquarters at Waiuku
State Forest. The middle part ranging from Howick to Henderson
was loosely termed as Auckland. This year also encompassed
the first N.Z. championships at Maraetai forest in conjunction
with the Cerebos cup contest, a mens' challenge match with
Australia.
Bob Jenner of the Auckland club who wasn't even in the N.Z.
team, won the National title convincingly.
Towards the end of 1972, Tony Nicholls, living at Henderson,
attempted to set up an official Auckland club after an event
at South Woodhill forest emphasising family participation, and
selling soft drinks to help raise funds.
Late 1973, and the NZOF was constituted, allowing provincial
areas to set up associations, thus Auckland Orienteering
Association was formed with Alan Brown as chairman, hovering
over the four clubs, Central, Pupuke, North Shore and South
Auckland.
At the closing event for the year at Waiuku forest Ray Kitchener
was elected as club president with Terry Nuthall as secretarytreasurer. Other limelit names were Sverre and Elsa Moens,
Gunnar Bothner-by, Beau Doherty, Denyer family, Tony Mitchell,
Johnson family, Jones family, Bob Murphy and sons and Gordon
Pirie. The Nicholls family had transferred to Tauranga,
setting up the B.O.F. club, and the first master map cases were
provided by Alan and Terry, courtesy of the BNZ and are still
in use today.
What
hard
year
were

was it like in Central Club in the early days? A lot of
work and fun mostly with about 25 members that first
and when results were sent to press, most club members
mentioned in one way or another.

Central rarely now used the original orange or red plastic
buckets for controls, but had new red and white nylon flags
on a fence wire frame with the clipper hanging permanently
from it on a long string. Oh the joys of course-setting
with the strings all entwined - it took as long to untangle
and sort everything out as it did to set the course.
Cows especially enjoyed the early nylon flags and at one
event at Waiho forest, competitors were frustrated to find
a placid cow nonchalantly enjoying the last piece of flag
at No 4, clipper dangling from the side of its mouth.
One competitor recovered the clipper and took up mannedcontrol-stance to clip his rivals' cards as they ran on.

Registration, start times, starter and finisher were usually
done by one person, (often course-setter) or by Jean Kitchener
and Mo Denyer.
The New Zealand Womans Weekly published an article in a 1974
issue resulting in over a hundred people turning up at Whitford
tree farm which had catered for a major event of 30 or so.
Panic with a capital P....
Picnic tables were confiscated for official work, strangers
roped in to erect tents, Beau and Tony M. instructing en masse,
Sverre Moens conducting everybody like a stock auctioneer or
Singaporean traffic officer, and finishers having their "cluesheet" and map grabbed at the tape and rushed over to the
"start" for recycling. The first three events were free in
those days but one had to pay for compass hire, and results
read like Elite: (1) C. Battely (2 hrs 31)
(2) J. Davies
(3 hrs 20). Ladies: E. Moen 3 hrs 52. Family. Sen. Mills
family 2 hrs 51.
Course planners set long hard courses believing 3 yards
visibility was all that was necessary. This entailed placing
controls behind thick tree trunks, in the middle of thick
bush, in the middle of cutty grass plots or even shovelling a
hole and semi-burying it...! Small pit?
Gordon Pirie would come roaring in to the finish complaining
about a "Treasure-hunt" but nobody took any notice in the
club, believing that hiding controls was what the sport was
all about.
Novice courses were a test of stamina, courage and ingenuity,
rarely completed under an hour, this being an achievement, and
if unscathed and in one piece - a miracle.
Reports filtered back from Tauranga in 1974 that Tony Nicholls
of B.O.P. club had set novice courses that were easy!! Tony
hung flags on fences, at track junctions and had even been
known to machette some gorse and overhanging foliage to make
controls easier to see. Incredulity gave way to acceptance
and soon it became the norm for youngsters to go out alone
and without iron rations.
Central Club's Sverre Moens introduced the popular wayfarer
course, the club then got a first T.V. coverage at Cornwall
Park, and introduced free compass hire to club members.
Colin Kay's "Come alive" campaign was taken up by Central Club
with Ray Kitchener setting up courses at Cornwall Park for
the public to "have a go".
As many organisations and sports alike have a turn of events,
ours struck in 1977. With a drastic fall off in numbers
and those willing to share the workload, it was proposed to
have a lay-off period for four months during the winter.
This was opposed, and then at the Central Club's AGM on
Dec. 11th 1977 it was proposed that rather than disband,
we unite with North Shore/Pupuke. The NS/Pup Club
rejected this amalgamation in February 1978 and hence a
strong spearhead of John Rix, Tony Nicholls (back from
Tauranga), John Gregory, Peter Webb and Wallace Bottomley
were elected to office to ensure the continuity of the Club
which by March 1978 was a magnificent 15 seniors, 6 families.
By June 1978 our promotional team had resulted in an increase
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to 85 seniors and 44 juniors; being also the separation of
family m e m b e r s into senior and junior classes individually.
South A u c k l a n d had 122 senior and 115 juniors, North Shore/
P u p u k e (now renamed N o r t h West) had 68 seniors and 54 juniors.
H e r e i n m y history stops and at the m o m e n t o u r size and
strength are reflected in the area w e c o v e r , the friendliness
at o u r many events both in the city p a r k s and in the greater
y o n d e r , and o u r m e m b e r s h i p growth to 173 12 years old and
upwards, actually competing.

The
Family
Sport

(from:
SouthAuckland
Magazine Aug '83)

Don't make me go on a course, Mum.
I'd rather stay in the car.
I'll just eat my marmite sandwiches up.
I won't go exploring too far.
And I promise not to lock us out
like I did the time before.
It was just a pity I pushed that button
before I closed the door.
Don't send me out today, Mum.
I'm only ten and a bit.
I've got years of orienteering ahead
and I'm not really feeling fit.
My tummy's got this funny twinge,
and I think I might be sick.
If I lie in the back of the car for a bit
that will probably do the trick.
It's not that I don't like it, Mum.
It's just 'cos I've got this pain,
and when I turned the radio on
the weather man said it could rain.
So you just go on your course, Mum
while I sip me Tropicana.
I promise I'll go on next week's run
I like it at Omana.
I suppose I'll go, if I really must
and I'm sorry I spilled my drink.
Johny upset that milk last week,
that's why there's such a stink!
Could we stop at the shop that's on the way home
and buy me a caramel bar?
And please just do the wayfarer's course.
The Novice one's much too far.
I think you've done the map wrong, Mum.
The bloody thing's not here.
Well! You say that when you get lost.
You didn't have to whack my ear!
Ooh! Look! It's there, behind that tree.
Come on, Mum. Let's run.
Let's try to beat that family ahead.
Orienteering's fun.
ANON
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FROM THE FOREST

O.Y. 7.
Course 4

After doing a
to get moving
westerly wind
in the sun by
had attracted

Ye Olde Woodhille.
M35 B

6 km

11 controls

stint manning the Finish line I was keen
into the Forest and out of the strong Souththat was blowing. I left my family sitting
the road junction, a warm windless spot that
many picnicing groups.

Filling in the map corrections was like a paint-by-numbers
exercise. Broad areas of yellow must have increased the
cleared parts of the map by 20%. The provision of yellow
felt pens made it easy to do these corrections.
From the start to
hill that left me
started carefully
the first leg and
1st control.

the master maps was a nasty steep little
puffing as I filled in my course. I
trying to get the 'feel' of the map on
proceeded slowly but confidently to the

The leg to Control 2 took me down a grassed valley with a
stream running toward my control. The scale of the map
hadn't completely sunk in and I was under-estimating
distance. I dont pace count, but use a combination of
close map contact and intuition. It works, but getting
into the map quickly is important. A stream/fence junction
was a good attack point, and from there I quickly located
the control.
I had a choice of three or four routes to Control 3 but I
picked the wrong one. What appeared to be open running
turned into a nightmare of scrub, sand and blackberry this was no good, so I decided to drop down and out onto
the farmland. The running was much easier but I had to
be careful not to overshoot and miss the approach to the
Control. As I jogged along following the fenceline I
could hear other orienteers crashing around in the scrub I
had just left.
As I clipped No 3 Terje Moen (N.W.) appeared from behind
me and rapidly disappeared through the forest to the North.
If thats the speed you need to run M35A I think I will
stay a M35B. From No 3 to No 4 was easy running - if you
call puffing along at a slow walk easy (I really must do
more road work and jogging).
Controls 4 and 5 were both re-entrants, at least thats
what the control descriptions said.
The re-entrant at
No 5 was identical to the gullies used as control features
later in the course. I.O.F. Control descriptions defines a
gully as a 'very narrow re-entrant'. The map showed a
re-entrant, not a gully. Doesn't the Control description
have to follow the mapped feature or the physical one?
I followed a line of fence posts from No 7 - 8. The map
corrections said the fence was gone, but the posts were
still there to make a lovely line feature straight to
control No 8.
The last control was a steep hard climb up a track from
the road - almost the final straw, but the finish was
only 300 m away so I pushed myself on.
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Robert Crawford gave me some warm encouragement as
approached the finish, this spurred me into giving one
final burst of effort. Thanks Rob, that 10 secs made
the difference between finishing 3rd or 4th.

I

It was a good days orienteering, made possible by the
efforts of Bill Bruce, John Rix and Paul Dalton. All
runners I spoke to seemed pleased with the challenge
of their particular course, and the day was well organised
and ran smoothly.
BAS CUTHBERT
MANGERE MOUNTAIN PROMOTIONAL EVENT
It is some years since our club last ran an event on this
map and it posed some difficulty in setting courses for
"new" people, "parks only" people, and "seasoned" campaigners.
After setting and resetting the courses in desperation I
decided that, "To be or not to be - that's it!!!"
Course A: A mere 1.7 km. with a 'round the mountain' jog
and stop for a view of the sewage ponds was the surpise.
When set I in no way anticipated people's reactions. The
2nd control went missing overnight and was replaced early then some kind person found the original and placed it by
another boulder lower down the slope! So everyone had a
multiple choice of boulders and both were right. Hope you
didn't blame the setter for setting a too difficult control and covering himself with two controls (same codes and clues!).
Control 5 to 6 was also fascinating to watch everyone
trudging slowly up the inside of the volcano.
In my
previous sorties to the area I in no way thought anyone would
go that way (route choice) - just goes to show - you can't
anticipate what people will do.
Course B: had the innocuous 'double control'. Some people
mistook the water tower for control 8, Clue - Trough!
Talking to people afterwards I found that they found this
course easier than A. Was it something to do with that hill
I wonder?
Course C: two maps - Map 1 had mainly new controls but the
2nd map was basically Course A controls. How was I to know
that some of you campaigners were intent on running all 3
courses!
I was generally very pleased with the day and was fairly
nervous that I had not run off enough courses. As it was
George sat in the car at one stage writing more. The 80
course A were used and the latecomers ended up on Course B.
(60 copies + handwritten).
One of the locals was extremely interesting and interested sat for 2 hours with his son watching people on a "treasure
hunt" going backwards and forwards searching for something!
In the end they hopped the fence and joined in.
And so orienteering goes on - The first people arrived at
9.20 and the last at 12.45 and with approx 180-200 entries
- a good days work.
Many thanks to George (our vetter) and Colin (organiser)
and helpers for their time and trouble on the day,
LEON MCGIVERN (Setter)

13.
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Cartoon by B. Koc ( C z e c h o s l o v a k i a )

IT'S A THOUGHT.
SPORT
Run UP spurs, DOWN gullies
Why? Because spurs split and divide as
you go downward. So the possibility exists in
many cases to turn onto the wrong arm.
Gullies, conversely, spilt and divide as you
go uphill. So if you go up a gully, you can
take the wrong direction at a gully junction.
It's more certain to run UP spurs and
DOWN gullies.
(Based on an observation by Alex Tarr.)

If there is going to be a misplaced control,
it will be on your course.

MURPHY'S LORE OF
ORIENTEERING

Do not try to solve all course problems
at once — learn to dread each one as it
comes.

If you are making record time, you are
travelling in the wrong direction.
When you are certain of where you are,
you are certainly off the map.

If you lead a competitor into a control
you can be sure that he will not return the
compliment.

Any route that appears easy is almost
certainly a mistake.

When only an Act of God can prevent
you winning, the good Lord will
invariably oblige.

Any significant feature will occur at the
juncture of two rain drops and a map
fold.

The day you win an event it will be
declared a 'no-run'.

On a wet day there are only two grades of
orienteer: those with glasses and those
without.

If you think the course is tough now, just
wait.

All

from

Australian

O r i e n t e e r Aug-Sept '83
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CHAMPIONSHIPS

D a t e : SUNDAY 3 0 t h October

1983

Venue: TAURANGARURU, WAIUKU
New map.
GRADES:- M
M
M
M
M
M

Note:-

21 A . B . C .
35A.B.
43A.B.
50
56
12

W
W
W
W

21 A . B . C .
35A.B.
43A.B.
50

W 12

M 13

W 13

M 15
M 17
M 19

W 15
W 17
W 19

Ages as a t

31.12.83

ENTRIES:- Pre e n t r y o n l y t o be i n by
2nd October 1983.
LATE ENTRIES WILL BE ACCEPTED AT THE DISCRETION OF THE
ORGANISING COMMITTEE AT DOUBLE THE ENTRY FEE.
Fees:

SENIOR $ 4
JUNIOR $ 3
F a m i l y Maximum $ 11

16

WOA
presents
1983 Championships
HIDDEN VALLEY
27 November

H i d d e n Valley is a 6km 2 new a r e a , only 14km from t h e centre of
Upper H u t t . It c o n s i s t s m a i n l y of f a r m l a n d , but 1 0 % is in
n a t i v e b u s h of good p a s s a b i l i t y . There a r e g e n t l e s l o p e s on the
lower l e v e l s
n e a r t h e w o o l s h e d event c e n t r e , and s t e e p e r slopes
r i s i n g 200m w i l l b e m e t on t h e longer courses.
WOA Championship titles will

be

awarded

to

winners

of

all

grades.

